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The purpose of this investigation has been to study
the appearance of local color in Hew England in the short
stories written between 1860 and 1900 by Harriet Seceher
Stowe. Rose Terry Cooke, Sarah Orne Jewett, Mary Wilkins
Freeman, and Alice Brown* These five women represent the
height of the local-colorist period in Mew England* It is
further the object of this thesis to present these five
writers 1 habitual points of view* The common life and
scenery of Hew England, the home, the childhood, the joys
and sorrows of simple human hearts are described by these
women writers* Each presents her story with truth, full-
ness, force, and idealistic purpose*
For some peculiar reason, the field of New England
portraiture has been monopolised by women, the best writers
being the five studied before the writing of this thesis*
One cannot account for the reason* Perhaps It is because
the life of Hew England with its lack of esthetic inspira-
tion has been especially irksome to women, or perhaps
women could best literarlly express the deeper spiritual
impressions they feel* This is merely speculation on the
writer's part who believes she is justified in suen s sup*
position since aside froia Hawthorne, women have eiotured
See England in the short story for posterity*
There are five chief means of obtaining local color*
(1) Types, or distinctive selection of characters*
(2) Speech, or distinctive dialect*
(5) Customs* or distinctive social usages*
(4) Traditions* or distinctive Inherited ideals.
(5) Descriptions, or distinctive portrayal of the
natural or social background*
These means of obtaining local color were the guides
In selecting the local color in lev England in the stories
studied in preparation to writing this thesis*
In this research 377 short stories written by Harriet
Bsecher Stows, Rose Terry Cooke, Sarah Orne Jewett, ^ary
Wilklns Freeman, and Alice Brown have been studied* In a
later portion of this thesis the total number of stories
written by each of these authors is listed, and, also, the
o ths stories read*
SBPIHITIOI
Local color is those peculiarities, moral or physical,
that taken together, characterise the locality, the period,
the country in which the scene is laid* From an artistic
point of view the aim of local color should be to make the
picture of human life natural and beautiful, or dreary or
somber, or terrific, as the theme may demand* From tin
scientific point of view, the aim of local color is to make
the picture of human life natural and intelligent, to pic-
ture life as it has been and as it is, oing along* Uncon-
sciously, Harriet Beecher Stowe, Rose Terry Cooke, Sarah
Orne Jewett, Sfiary Wilkins Freeman, and Alice Brown have
fused both aims to one* the presentation of New England
life as they saw it*
Local color makes for tradition, and it Interprets
one section of America to another and also to the world*
The short story even could be the vehicle by which the ra-
cial traditions of other continents could borrow from each
other their richest memories and experiences and fuse them
into a common and compact international strength*
DIALECT
As one reads these five Sew England writers, one no*
tices certain character1stIce of dialect peculiarly alike*
These Sew England peculiarities are as follows
t
(1) "R" Is never given the rough sound*
(2) "o* and "D" are seldom sounded j han» # stan**
(5) "H* In while* when* where* there Is omitted j wile*
tere, o'ere*
(4) "A" le often given a close sound: hev for have;
es for ae*
(5) To the sound "on" the New Englander preflxea an
•e«.
(6) "Au" In daughter le pronounced "ah".
(7) Everything le said with a drawl*
(8) Vowel beginning a two ayllable word la left off
t
•long for along*
(9) A two letter word beginning with a vowel is fre-
quently omitted t *t for it*
(10) sometimes the consonant Is omitted i o* for of*
Examples of these peculiarities are numbered in the
following paesagee as to type* The first example is from
Harriet Beecher Stowe'e Thanksgiving; Oldtown t
"'Lordy, massy, how prosperous everything seem
here I' he said, in rausln;; tones, over his in-
evitable mug of cider; 'so different from what
•t (9) is't our house* There's Hepsy, she's
all in a stew, an 1 (2) I've just been an 1 (2)
got her thirty-seven cents' wuth (1) o» (9)
nutmegs, yet she says she's sure she don't
see how she's to keep Thanksgiving, an' (2) she
says she's down on me about it, just as ef 't
was my fault. Yeh (5) see, last winter our old
gobbler got froze. You know, Mis' Bedger, that
»ere (3) cold night we hed (4) last winter. Wal,
(7) I was off with Jake Marshall that night; ye
see, Jake, he hed (4) to take old General Dear-
born's corpse into Boston to the family vault,
and Jake, he kind o' (9) hated to go alone, 't
(9) was a drefful cold time, and he sea (4) to
me, »Sam, you jes (5) go 'long (8) with me'j so
I was sort o» (9) sorry for him and I kind o*
(9) thought I'd go 'long (8). «al, (7) come
•long (8) to Josh Bissel's tahvern (6). thero
at the Half-way House, you know, 't (9) was so
swinging cold we stopped to take a little suthin'
(2) warmin' (2). and we sort o» sot an' sot (2)
over the fire, till, fust we knew, we kind o»
(9) got asleep; and when we woke up we found
we'd left the old General hitched up to 't (9)
th' poet pretty much all night'". 1
An example from Sarah Orne Jewett'a Marsh Rosemary :
"'Land sakea alive I' she says to herself presently,
there comes Jerry Lane. I expect, if he sees me
settin' (2) to the winder (1), he'll come In an'




Becker, May, Golden Tales of Sew England , p. 245.
Hewett, Sarah orne, A White 3eron"*and other Stories ,
An example from Rose Terry Cooke's A Town Kousc end a
Country Kouee
:
••You'll hev (4) to sleep 'long (8) o' (9)
Handy,'
her bedroom door , for the
announced Belinda, aa she swung open
* (1) ain't no other
place to sleep* ".**
"•Befell set* 'T (9) ain't me. X ain't nobody's
fool. mmV Phelps, Melinda Is a-goin' (2) to
marry a old feller (5) out to Glover as white
headed an' (2) red-eyed as a albinia rabbit,
and as toothless as a punkin lattern. Poe»-
tlvej X don't no more see how ehe cant More-
over she sort of twits as with sayln* (2) that
1 shouldn't know how to be took sick in her
house, 't (9} was so lonesome, and no doctor
within five miles, and no way of gettin' (2)
to one at tint. Says that put it into her
head.'"*
An example from Alice Brown's Sis ' ffadleigfr's Guest
j
••But I've got somethin' (2) else to sey,* she
continued, adjusting her feet more comfortably.
I ain't goin' to turn anybody out into the snow,
such a night as this. You're welcome to stay,
but I want to know what brought ye (5) here. I
ain't one o' (9) them that meddles an' (2) makes,
an* (2) if you ain't (3) done nothln' (2) out
o* (9) the way, an' I ain't callea on for a wit- .
ness, y u needn't be afraid o» (9) my tellin' (2).'"B
•••ell, you go down sullar (6), (1) am' (2) bring
me up a little piece o' (9) pork-streak o* (9)
fat an' (2) streak o' lean an' (2) I'l? fry it.
1*11 sweep up in here a mite while you're going*
r. I never see such a lookin' (2) kitchen !•"&'
3 Seeker, may. Golden Tales of Hew England , p. 79.
4 Ibid., p. 93
5 Brown, Alice, Meadow Grass. ppm 132-133.
6 Ibid., p. 136.
This example Is from Mary Yilklns Freeman's Life
Everlastln * t
••Hoi she ain't been for twenty-five years* I
feel bad 'nough (7) about it* It seems to me
sometimes If Luella would Jest have a pretty
new bonnet* an* (2) go to meet in* sabbath-days
like other folks* I wouldn't ask for anything
else'*.r
The last example is from Mrs* Preeaan's A Solitary
"'Seems old Sph got terrible hard up one time*
One thing after another went again him* He'd
been laid up with the rheumatic all winter;
then his wife she'd been sick, an' they was
'most eat up with medicine an* doctor bills •
Then his hay crop had failed, an' (2) his
pertaters (5) had rotted* an* (S) finally, to
cap the climax* his best cow died, an* (2) the
in'treat money was due on the mortgage # an' (2)
he didn't have a cent to pay it with* veil, he
couldn't raise the money nchow, an' (2) the day
some when he supposed the farm would have to go*
Lawyer Holmes he held the mortgage an' (2) he
expected to see him drive into the yard any
time* Well, old Eph he jest goes out in the
yard an* he ketches (4) a nice fat crower, an*
(2) he kills him an* (2) picks him. Then he
takes him to his wife* She was takin* on
terrible *cause she thought the farm had got to
San* (2) see (4) he* *Sukey Ann, I want you
go an' (2} cook this crower lest as pood as
you know how*' 'Oh, Lor'!' sex (4) she, »I
don't want no crower*' an* she boo-hooed right
out* But old Eph he made her gp an' (2) stuff
that crower an* (2) cook him, an bile onions, tur-
nlpe, an* squash, an* all the fixln's* He said
7 Wilkine, Mary, A Hew England Man and Other Stories.
P* 540*
"he never got to eeeh (5) e desprit pitch,
en' he was goin' (2) to have e good dinner
nohow. Well, It so happened that Lawyer
Seines, de driw into the yard jest as old
Bpb en* hie wife was eettln' (S) down to
dinner, en* he eee that nice baked crower
en* (2) the iixin's (2) all eet out, en*
be didn't know what to rake on*t (9)*«u
The eimleee isieapelling and corruption of speech in
England *e dialect do not exhibit merely the eccen-
tricities of a local language, but a flavor and a coloring
which lenda atmosphere to the story end portrays the actual
peculiaritiee of speech and the wanner of thinking*
8 Wilkine, Mary, A lew I
P» 221.
Other stories.
BFJfcCTS OF ISOLATIONS, CLIMeA
OH TIB WMkK CHARACTER, IKKJeTMES, AID
OCCUPATIONS
Ths Bortheaet village In winter ia an Isolated com*
munityj farmhouses are several miles apart* Day attar
day the farmer aeea the enow-covered fields, does the
ease round of "chorea* in exactly the same way, and limits
hia social life to an occasional party or church affair*
He ehowe hie awkwardneee alien he la out of hia own environ-
ment* Be ie uncongenial to atrangera and very silent of
In a place eo narrow and limited, prejudices and anti-
pathies thrive* Keighbora become, life-long enemies over
mere trifles* These minor feuds last so long nsswiuio
there ie plenty of time for both partiee to brood over
each fancied alight and grievance*
Ooeeip la related with seat, because anything ie
welcomed to break up the deadly monotony*
The silent tragedies of spineterhood and of dreary
domestic exletenee arc used again and again by the writers
studied preparatory to the writing of this thesis*
The causes for thia dreary exietence lay in the
nature of the colonlata and the country* The aterile aoil
and severe climate r»de for the small farmer, who worked
from ahrewd and tireless industry, only a am* 11 profit*
la made juat that which he could wring from the atony hill*
aidea*
The rooky coast with few large rlwere but many her-
bore, favored the growth of eeaport towna*
The "meetin 1 house" waa the one common unit which
kept the Hew England people unified*
The abort story writers atudied knew their locality
thoroughly* therefore thaj prevented a atory which had a
plctureaque aetting, an atmoephere of reality , and an
action to bring out the eccentricities of character*
Local color as preeented by these Hew England authors
waa directly influenced through the conditions hypotheelsed
by environment* The topography of lew England adda ita
influence to that of climate in determining the nature of
the inhabitant a*
SACKHK8WD OF THE AIKSICAV SHORT STOUT
American short story began in 1810 with uaahing-
ton Irving"*9 There bed been ehort fiction written In
laerles before The Sketch Book by euch men ss Franklin,
Freneau, Cooper* Charles Broekden Brown* and esrlier
colonial writers* From the etandpolnt of the modern short
story none of these writInge Influenced the evolution of
the ehort story*
Irving did not deliberately choose to shorten the
etory* Be fell into it automatically because of hie rest*
lessnsss and his temperament, hie natural indolence that
forbade long-continued efforte, hie powerful yet volatile
emotions, and hie early literary training in the school of
Addison snd Goldsmith*
By temperament Irving was inclined toward the romatlc;
his natural Indolence made him unfit for realism* Hs wae a
dreamer from hie youth| he Idealised his parents, childhood
homes, snd was softly romatlof he delighted to eaunter
through hie piece; sketching ee be went, and chatting
happily about his characters*
9 Pattee, Fred Lewie* The Development of the American
Short Story* p* 1*
Irving performed nine distinctive services for the
modern short story* Below is s condensed summery of Kr*
Psttee's 10 conclusions
t
1* Be aside the short fiction popular*
2* He was the first prominent writer to strip the
prose tale of its Moral sad didactic elesmnts and
to wake of It a literary form solely for enter*
tainment*
3* He added to the short story richness of ataoephere
and unity of tone*
4. He added definite locality, actual American scenery
and people*
6* Si wae the first writer of fiction to recognize
that the shorter form of narrative could be made
something new and different, out that to do it
required a peculiar nicety of execution and pa*
tient workmanship.
6* Be added humor to the short story and lightness of
touch, and made It human and appealing*
7* He was original*
8* His characters era always definite individuals and
not types or symbols*
10 Pattee, Fred Lewis, The Development of the Amerlcai
Story, p* 20*22*
9* He endowed th» abort story with a style that
was finished and beautiful} one that threw
its influence over large areas of the later
pvwfost*
Irvlng's influence waa so great that immsdiately there
was a flood of sketches, essays, and stories written after
hie wanner and style. Annuals began publishing the best
works of the period, and then magasinea* Be bad sat Amer-
icans to thinkin of legends.
Hawthorne added psychological •raphesis to Inring 9 s
foundation* Instead of a series of happenings he empha-
sises s single climactic movement* He selected the native
themes of Hew England* In these he recorded cold tragedies
of inner life—repressions, intolerances, and over con-
sciousness* Bis legends of *ew England center about so-
il people and are cold and gloomy*
Bswthorne did four things for the short story r**
1* lis turned it from ite German extravagances and
horrors into sane and moral channels.
2. tie made of it the study of s single intense sit-
uation*
3. tie deepened It and gave it beauty.
4* Be made it respectable, even in «ew England*
11 Pattee, Fred Lewis, The Development of the America]
Short story, p* 110.
Hawthorne* e most aole colleague in the development of
the abort story form was Edgar Allan Foe* The two writers'
points of view were directly opposite* Foe was made a
romantiolat by his timesi ha was fundamentally scientific*
Clrcumstancea deaianded hie tales of horror and undoubtedly
the rise of magasines swept him along in the current of
what the public wanted written* He wrote the horrible
because he thought it would best supply the market*
Poe was the first to perceive that the age of roaan-
tlciam waa passing out of literary style* To Hawthorne »a
symbolism of moral situations and Irving'e romantic leg-
ends he formulated the short story technique* O'Brien
says that Poe waa "The first to emphasize the value of a
unified impreselon, and to point out that this unity should
be not only a matter of plot* but of atmosphere and encr-
ally epeaking of the point of view* .... .The easentlal req-
uisite is that the total effect of the story ehall be a
unity .•1*
O'Brien etatoe, "The tragedy of Foe's life was a cru-
cible which determined the future form of the American
short story*"IS
12 O'Brien, Edward, The Advance >ba American short
p* UQ —
Ibid* * p« 73.
It waa extraordinary lucidity and his chronicled
dream life from instant to lnatant which gave him his
style. He has no local color or no quaintnesa in his tales*
His characters are abstractions of his own qualities
against a strange background; his characters are poor In
that he gives us only a shadowy physical form* Hla opening
paragraphs usually give us the key to his mood, and prepare
us for what is to follow. % worked In a world of his own
creation in materiala drawn from hla reading and Imagining
rather than from his observation. A characteriatic which
he, himself, took pride in was his originality. This ac-
counts for his weird plans of working up to his climax In
his stories. Poe's literary successor was Fits-Jamea
0»Brien (1823-1862). "The mark of Poe la upon the actors;
morbid, abnormal people, who meddle with opium, or dally
with scientific mysticism. And it was Foe's fine art of
construction which made the stories effective." 14 0*Brien
was too imitative to be great; he carried on the pattern
and tradition set by Poe, Irving and %wthorne. Be waa
after the style of Poe, a aenaational, emotional writer
and one who foreshadowed local color.
14 Canby, Henry, and Daahlell, Alfred, A Study of the
Short Story , p. 49.
Ewtrett Hale (1688-1909), A Unitarian minister,
carried on the Amsrican abort story in a different fashion*
Rls TJg. «S|» fflthcut a Country is really one of the few
distinctly legend type of stories we Usee in American lit-
erature. In technique he was a successor of Hawthorne, but
in no manner an imitator* The Man Without a Country devel-
ope the eltuation of an unhappy lieutenant of the Aaerican
r, who wishes to throw off his alleglence to the govern-
e has tint wish granted* There is no moral
problem such as Hawthorne would use, but there le a central
situation which unifies the whole such ae Hewthorne would
Elisabeth Stuart Phelps was the first short story
writer to use a Bew England background* She published
numerous volumes but was n&vr very popular nor successful*
Bret Bsrte gained a wide rank as the "trail blaser"
of local color* %s success was largely due to the fact
that he introduced to Eastern readers a new pioneer life of
color and romantic strangeness* as woke people to the
fact that one could separate man from man by portraying
his qualntness and eccentricity and place from place by
local color* There had been local color stories before
17
Harte, but no one had made sueh capital out of the pecu-
liarltiea of a e ingle district, as Harte did of California
in the mining days. Be left posterity infinitely moving
stories and unforgettable characters* lost of all, he
used a story of a single effect and single situation.
Edward Everett HSle and Bret Harte were important writers
in the broadening of the field of the short story and
preparing it for such writers as Harriet Beecher Stowe,




The name of Harriet Beecher Stowe has long been a
household word because of Uncle Tom's Cabin. But we are
interested in her for being the first writer to exploit
England as a background for local color short stories*
In 1854 she won a fifty dollar prize for A Mew England
>tch issued in the April, 1854, Western Monthly Magaaine*
We can therefore date the beginning of the local eolorist
era in lew England with 1854, the first story of Sew Eng-
land peculiarities*
She lived with the originals of rainy of her characters
close at hand. Harriet was born in Litchfield, Connecticut
and was reared in New England. Her education like that of
most Puritan children was two-thirds religious education.
Later she taught school for several years; that enabled
her to meet people out of her own group in life* She
used some of these as characters in her later books* Most
of her writing was done in Brunswick, Maine, whs re Mr*
Stowe held a professorship in Bowdoin College*
Mrs. Stowe became interested in the slavery question
and bent her literary efforts in that direction but from
19
1865 to 1878 she wrote several collections of stories
interpreting Hew England. The best of these were Old
Town Polks . 1869; Oldtown Fireside Stories. 1871; SSJl
Lawson's Old Town Fires Ida Stories . 1872; Poganuc eople .
1878; and Pink and White Tyranny . 1878. Though a sense
of humor prevades these books and though the dialect is
true to character, that has not quite sufficed to preserve
them until the present day* Only two of her books, Old-
town Folks. 1869; and Ppganuc People. 1878 are read now*
Critics agree that in these two books is found her most
finished stories or narratives. The preserve New England
Harriet Beecher Stowe presents characters which were
distinctive of New England. Z»ph Higgins, Deacon Dicken-
son, and Sam Lawson are excellent examples.
The Joy of Harvest is the story of Zeph Higgina who
had by a public confession reunited himself with God, and
with his neighbors, particularly with Deaeon Dickenson.
The following passage presents Zeph returning from the
prayer Meetings
isph returned froa the little red school-
houes to go boa*, after the prayer abating, fa*
felt that peace mulct! eoa*s after a great
interior crisis hae passed. *% had, for the
firat time in hie life, yielded hie will, eb~
eolutely and thoroughly* He bad fa—hi id hla-
self, in a public oonfeaeion of wron -doing,
before all hie neighbors, before those ehosi
be bad felt to be eneades. Ha bad taken the
atap convulsively, unwillingly, constrained
thereto by a mighty overmastering poser which
wrought within hist* He bad eubmitted, without
love, to the simple, stern voice of conscience
and authority—the submission of a subject to a
rawerdm not that of a child to a father* Just
then and there, when he felt nimeelf crushed,
lonely* huabled, end despairing, the touch of
that ehild'e band on his, the pleading, childish
faoe, the gentle childish voice, had spoken the
love of Christ****
the old Deacon appalled at the chaa e that had
hie neighbor when zeph offered to pay the
gee done to the water plpee leading to the epringt
Id*•»«al, now, I expect I've ben wrong too,* he tW ain't perfectly sanctified, none of us, and
I know I hain't dene right, and I hain't felt
right* Z get «y back up, and I've said things
X hadn't orter* (Sal, we'll shake hands on't*
Z ain't pertleklar 'bout thsm water plpee now;
We'll let bygones be bygones. •"!»
16 Stowe, Harriet
to Tyranny, p. 819*
17, p. 221.
archer, Poflanuc People and Pinjc and.
Thie la « picture of a typical Puritan, Deacon Dlck-
eneon, woo believes whan Zaph wisnes to make reparation
that bla daalre to do ao alone la sufficient.
Sam Lawaon In the collections Oldtown Fireside
Storlea. 1371 j Sam lawmen *s Oldtowp Plroalde stories,
1872} and Po^anuc Pooplo* 1873 } la a rural philosopher.
Be can not be hurried or diverted and he must meander at
his own rate of speed and after his own notions* Ha wan-
dera and slouches at hla own pace* His opeeeh la eharac-
t-rlctlc o*" Mew England at that time, the early part of
the nineteenth century* Ha Is the Yankee Uncle Remus who
told legends; this is especially notable In sam Lawaon'a
Oldtown Fireside Stories*
.... 11.11 -"tTT — I l III WMMWMNMMMMl
A discussion of the peculiarities of the dialeat
found In Mrs* Stowe'e atorlea haa been giwen earlier In
thia theeia* The direct quotations from Sam Lawson and
Zaph Higglne oontained therein denote her accuracy in
speech or dialect and help paint the picture of her
The customs or distinctive social uaagee of Haw Eng-
land In the early nineteenth century are beet delineated
in her Oldtown Fireside Stories * These stories are secu-
rete in dialect, in detail, in romantic atmosphere, and in
setting*
Thanksgiving at Oldtown . a story from Oldtown Fire-
side Stories , is the real Mew England feast, at the best
part of the year, set down at the height of the Bee England
grandeur in spirit and detail, culinary and social. And
here, seen through the steam of Thanksgiving preparations
is incomparable Sam Lawsons
"Sam took the rebuke all the more meekly as he
perceived the stiff black legs of a turkey
poking out from under my grandmother's spron
while she was delivering it. To be extorted
and told of his shortcomings, and then fur-
nished with a turkey at Thanksgiving, was a
yearly part of his family programme. In the
time he departed, not only with a turkey, but
with us boys in procession after him, bearing
a mince and a pumpkin pie for Hepsy's children*
•Poor things.* my grandmother remarked, 'they
ought to have something good to eat Thanksgiving
Day; Hain't their fault that they've got a
shiftless father 1
Sam, in his turn, moralized to us children,
as we walked beside him; 'A body'd think,' he
said, 'that Hepsy'd learn to trust in Providence,
but she don't* She allert has a Thanksgiving
dinner pervided; but that 'ere woman ain't
grateful for it, by no manner 'o means. Now
she'll be just as cross as she can be, 'cause
this 'ere ain't our turkey, and these 'ere
ain't our pies* Polks does lose so much, that
hes sech dispositions* *"*'
17 Becker, Kay, Golden Tales of Sew England, p* 246-247
23
Description, or the distinctive portrayal of the
natural or social background is found aa an insight of the
culinary preparations and Mrs* Stowe's humor in Thanks-
giving at Oldtown in the pie asking i
"The making of plea at this period assumed
vast proportions tint verged upon the sub*
lime. Pies were made by forties, fifties,
and hundreds, and made of everything on the
earth and under the earth* The pie is an
English institution, which, planted on Amer-
ican soil, forthwith ran rampant and burst
forth into an untold variety of genera and
species* lot merely the old traditional
mince pie, but a thousand strictly Amer-
ican housewives to adapt old institutions
to new usee* Pumpkin plea, cranberry pies,
huckleberry plea, cherry plea, green-currant
plea, peach, pear, and plum pies, custard,
apple plea, Jiarborough-puddlng pies, pies
with top crusts, and pies without,—plea
adorned with all sorts of fanciful fluttings
and architectural strips laid across and
around, and otherwise varied, attested the
boundless fertility of the feminine -sine,
when once let loose in a given direction« m*°
Again from Thanksgiving at Oldtown there la a picture
of New England social life
:
whenever or whatever it wee that the idea of
the sinfulness of dancing arose in Sew England
I know not; it is a certain fact that at Old-
town, at this time, the presence of the minister
and his lady was held not to be in the slightest
degree incompatible with this amusement* I
appeal to many of my readers, if they or their
18 Becker, May, Oolden Talee of Hew England, p. 241.
"parents could not recall a time in Bow Eng-
land when in all the large town dancing
assemblies the minister and hie lady, though
never uniting in the dance , always gave an
approving attendance , and where all the
decorous, respectable, old church members
brought their children, and stayed to eatch
an emuaeaent in which they no longer actively
partook* Bo one looked upon them with a
ore placid and patronizing smile than Dp*
Lothrop and hie lady, as one after another
began joining the 9x*relam 9 which commencing
first with the young people- crept raduelly
upwards among the elders."*"
One sees the representation of lev England traditions
and their distinctive Inherited Ideals as Harriet Beeeher
Stove sicetohe s the life which Hew Englandera look on with
pride and fond recollection* In The Spider-sob Broken,
Barry is tossing about thinking of Rose's opinion of him*
Be valued her opinion more than he bad ever valued it
before
i
"She seemed to him something ss pure, as whole*
•oss, and ae strong ss the sir of his native Sew
England hills, as the sweetbrier and the sweet-
fern be used to love to gather when he was s boy*
She sesmad of a place with ell the good ways of
lev England,—Its household virtues, its con-
scientious sense of right, its exact moral
boundari est •«* he felt somehow as if she belonged
to that healthy portion of his life which he now
looked bask upon with something of regret*"20
19 Becker, May Golden Tales of Sew England, -• 252-253.
80 Stows, Harriet Beechtr, Poganuc People and Pink
and Whits Tyranny* p* 476*
In Checkmate. Rose gives the essence of Sew England
friendship when John feels so bitterly to think the mills
have failed and that otters, all that are involved, must
suffer with him:
"'But, after all John dear," said Rose, 'don't
feel so shout us at any rate, is shall do
very well* People that fail honorably always
come right side up at last; and John, how good
it is to think, whatever you lose, you can not
lose your best treasure,--your noble true heart
and your true friends* I feel this minute that
ws shall all know each other better, and be
more precious to each other for this very
trouble. »"21
21 stowe, Harriet Seecher, Poganuc People and Pin
and Vghite Tyranny, p. 609*
ROSF TERRY COOKE
(iae7«ia«tt)
England fiction really began with the stories of
Rose Terry Cooke, published in the Atlantic Monthly under
Janss Ruesel Lowell* She ems the leading short story con-
tributor for this aagaslne that specialized in short story
work. Proa the first, 1867, the Atlantic Monthly ran three
short etories in every number. The first eleven Issues of
the ma&aslne contained eight short stories by Rose Terry
Cooke alone. These stories were Sally Paraon* s Duty,, Hov-
ember 1857j Turkey Tracks. Dseember, 1857j UayuM the Prin-
cess, January, 1866j gben Jackson, March 1858j Roger
Pierce. May, 1858$ Mstompaycaosla
.
June 1058j Three of Us*
July, 1858 j and Ann Potter's Lesson . September, 1858*
Mrs. Cooke wrote with knowledge and conviction of the area
of life that she knew*
She wee born in $0st Hartford, Connecticut, of humble
parente and was educated in e seminary near her home. At
sixteen she wee teaching school and beginning to write
etorlea. In her many ye are of school work in rural dis-
tricts she was in constant contact with the quaint and the
ml
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ludicrous and with many strongly individualised types of
people. In this environment she learned to appreciate the
value of homely realism. These types were the result of
Puritanism and of their isolated locality* They were a
part of Miss Terry's every-day life* They appealed to her
sense of humor and deeper, to her sense of sympathy.
With her subtle humor, pioneer Rose made her reader
feel quaint and laughable in her characters.
She gently alternates" the humors of Sew England coun-
try life with its more tragic aspects, which are never
over-emphasized yet never quite forgotten.
Amanda, the town mouse, in Rose Terry Cooke's A Town
Mouse and a Country Mouse, appears in all her quaintness,
kind out pathetic i
"... .a stsall, thin old woman, alert and
active as a chickadee, with a sharp twitter in
her voice reminding one still more of that
small black and grey bird that brings us cheer
from his gay defiance of winter .Bar d-^rk
gray hair was drawn into a tight knot at the
back of her head; her tear-worn ^jes shone with
a pathetic sort of lustre, as if joy were
stranger to tt»m than grief; her thin lips wore
a doubtful s^ile, but still the traces of a for-
mer dimple, under that smiling influence, creased
itself into one lined cheek......."22
22 Becker, May, Golden Tales of Hew England, p. 73
As one traces Rose Terry Cooke's work from Atlantic
to Atlantic, a gradual increase in power impressee one
until after her declaration of Independence at the opening
of the second paragraph of Miss Lucinda x
"I think words are often no harder to bear than
'a blue batting 9 and I have roverence for poor
old maids, as ouch as for the nine ttuses. Common—
place people are only commonplace from character
and no position affects that* So forgive as once
ere, patient reader, if I offer you no tragedy
in high life, no sentimental history of fashion
and wealth, but only a little story about a women
who could not be a heroine •"**
That is the key to Hose Terry Cooke 1 e work. She wrote
simple stories of commonplace people in a eoamonplaee envi-
ronment. She treated them with the sympathy of one mingled
with her characters, but also with subdued humor which
permeates every part*
Lueinda'e character wae more quaint than her look and
as was her father* si
"She was the daughter of a clergyman, one of the
old eehool, the last whose breeches and knee*
buckles adorned the profession, who never out-
lived hie usefulness, nor lost his godly sim-
plicity. Parson banners held a rule over an
obeeure and quiet village in the wilds of Ver-
it, where hard-handed farmers wrestled with
23Cooke, Rose Terry, n:iso Lucinda**, Atlantic BomthlY.
3: 141.
and forests for their daily bread, and
looked forward to heaven as a land of green
pastures and still waters, whore agriculture A
should be a pastime, and winters impossible * nSJ*
As a magasinlet. Rase Terry Cooke presented the local
color of Hew KagUnd and delineated actual life* She
herself adaptable to changes in current taste, as
contemporary with a long period of American devel-
She published short stories at frequent intervals
1347 until 1098, the date of bar death.
Rose Terry Cooke was among the first to use dialect
naturally and with precision. A discussion of her peculi-
arities of dialect is found earlier in this thesis* Hera
let it suffice to point out her characters who use natural
dialects Luelnda, Melinda, Amanda, and Sally Parsons, the
best representatives of this class*
Rose Terry Cooke pictures both town and country folk
and their typical characters* £ Town Mouse and £ Country
shows a life of isolation and also of highly devel-
Mlghborliness* Amanda, the town mouse, tan years
but hasn't seen her since she married and moved away ami
84 Cooke, Roae Terry, "Miss Luelnda", AUfTlU?
8t 142*
later became a widow. Amanda' e spirit of nelgiborliness
portrays customs and social usages in that it picture*
the New rnglsnri small villager neigaborllness
:
"But you mirfit be; nobody knows when their
time is coain'. Why, when I had the STwnonls
last year, I do'no but what I should ha* died—
: *bo&£» ** it hadn«t been for the




folks* 11 take ears
got no tine to spend on
'tend to ay business, if
i e of their ,n« , "aw
Country silence and city noise are in this
"It was delightful to Amanda, but when night
Stat down, the silence settled on her like
a pall; she missed the click of feet on the
pawoaont, the rattle of horse cars, the distant
shriek of railway trains* There was literally
not a sound i the lig'vt wind had died away, and
it was too early in the season for crickets
or katydids, too late for the evening
of toads end frogs a"27
ideal or tradition of
Purltanisa and religion is hinted st by





BMa aloe or cv: tapjJMfr p m*
"'She wa*n't old} not nigh ao old as I be»
I fael aa thonfh there waenH nothin 1 to
live forj but I s'pose if »t the Lord's will
I ahall live, only I guees't ain't. 1 faal
a gononeia that I never had ketch hold of ma
bafora. Weil, I ahan*t be lonesome where there's
ao many mansions, and they tell about the holy
eityi and my folka la tU there—or somewhere.'™
The beauties of Kew England landscape are depleted In
Cooke's comments of the faaat of the "town acuse" at
Belinda's)
•Bale was indeed a faaat to the 'team mouse »j
auch luxnrlaa as ralaed biscuit and aromatic
wild fruit, ware not being indulged in at her
own hone, and aha enjoyed them even more for
the faint, delicious odor of old-fashioned
roses stealing In at the open door, the aeent
of vernal grass in the meadows, the rustle of
new leaves on the great ample that shaded the
house-corner, and the sharp chirp of two eaucy
robins hopping briskly about the yard****
Era. Cooke's last collection of stories,
Kills, is significantly titled. The
la aa distinctive a feature of upland
pasture landscape as the gray anas, leafloaa and apringy,
which la a cushion for the rock by which it grows.
laws Terry Cooke*a descriptions of nature and people
as have beam quoted herein are equally good.
£ Decker, uay, jeJewaU Tja^es. o£ Jajl JJBmeeael, p. 97,
SARAH ORBS 3BBBCT
(1849-1009)
Sarah Orne Jewett was bom In Berwick, : nine, near
rortsmoutti, lew Hampshire, in 1349, the year Edgar Allan
Poe died. She was the daughter of a country doctor,
although nor father was not a general practitioner but a
professor in the medical department of Bowdoin College. He
laid the foundation for Sarah*e literary career by taking
her with him on hie calls. She rode along ae company for
him, for the ride, or occasionally to help her father or to
etay with the patients* It was a ehanee for her to see
Sew gnc>«4 character with its defenses down and all pre-
tenses laid aside* Her father was a doctor who knew all
about the patient and hie family before him, in tfcae of
serious illness, or the reality of birth or death. The
mere she saw the mare she respected her townspeople and the
people of her locality* From her father she learned the
soul of religion and she interpreted this in her writings*
When she began to write she had her purpose in hands
to interpret this character to the outside world. What
she told, she told honestly and completely and with a
clear outline that makes every word fit in its place*
Sarah Orne Jewett used a Alice riiot,
but none of her
stories are found with that pen nana today*
The ttsff** af ttw. TJ^HE illustrates Hiss Jewett »s
Interpretations of character, the kindly sentiwent of
older and lev England hospitality ,
MPS. Persia Flagg aad Hiss Cynthia Pickett, casual
friends, "Miss Pickett always foramlly to the front






of ills 1 Cep'n Tinas,
They prepared to visit nra. Tiaras as she had told then to
com* Just any tins. Mrs. Flagg glees the character of
to Kiss Pleketti
•»Ihy nothin' could be plainer than her words, r
said Mrs* Flagg In a tone of reproval. 'You
how she urgec as, an9 had over all the talk about
how we use: to see each other oftea when we both
lived to Longport, and told how she'd been
thlnkln' of writin' and asIda' If it wa'n't so
I could be able to cove &r^r and step three or
four days as soon as settled weather
she couldn't wake no fire in her best chamber
en account of the ohlsney • If the wind
wa'n't just right. You see how she felt
toward ne, klosln' of we eoain* and geln'?
**?» Qol^ssi Talee of gsjf fnclaad. p. 31,
Hibol
over my bonnet, Kiee Pickett,
eeted as IT aha was a sister; an'
aba should look for us any pleasant day after
>, an* were settled after the
rial ewjevjfeai
we all got home,
conference."SI
lira* Tiame la vory eourteous but cold to Ere. Flagg
and Mies Pickett. Xt la very obvious that aba does not
Intend tbmt they ahould atay longer than a few minutes.
£bosc ladiaa than ©all on poor Saucy Fell, who la ao happy
that aha runs to ^eet them when aha sees
Flagg, en the way hose, and with the Puritanical
glvee the distinctive characterisation of Raney Fells
"'We did have a good time with Kenoy. aba waa
aa happy to ace us as if we'd bean queens. 1
"T was a real nice little dinner, » said Hiss
Pickett gratefully. 'I thought I waa goin'
to faint away Just before we got out if she
undertook anything extra, and keep ua a**aitin*
;
but there, aha Just made ua welcome, aisg"
hearted to what aba had. I never tasted
in greens; an' that nice little piece
o' pork and new biscuit, why, they waa Juat
splendid. She must have an
cellar, if His such a email house. Her
potatoes waa truly remarkable for this time o'
». X myself don't deem It necessary to
>tatoee when I'm goin* to have dandelion
>• How, don't it put you in mind of that
verse in the Bible that says, 'Better is a din*
ner of herbs where love is'? An' how desirous
she'd been to ace somebody that could tell her
acme of the particulars about the conference"»««
JJ Becker, Hay, ftflia Tails' tf ftlf fiffiffVinfi P*58 ibid ., p. a&.
G2.
is the close of the story ana lira* Flagg
and Hlae Pickett are like many of Sarah Ome Jewett's
characters, serene old ladies In spite of the buffets of
H e,
Mra« Tlmrae represents the staunch Sew rnglander aha
is very happy in her own enrirooment and aho doeen't like
company hut wishes to appear in a group that aha does.
She is not hospitable. Nancy Fall and Xra* Baokett are
direct oppoeites^fcr %r*. Tlttms. Poor Bancy will ahare all
that aha and lira* Beckett, who ia comfortably situated,
will share of what aha has. But are. Baakatt is a friend*
ly and good naturad paraon abase appearsnee adjusts the
beauties of hoapitality, and whan the stage returns at
ning, her expected paaaanaar la rocking at the windows
"'So, sir, I ain't got no passes
Hre. Beckett, advancing a atep or two to
hist and speaking wary load in her pleasant
excitement. 'This lady that soma this morning
wants bar large trunk with her summer tM^ffl
that she left in the depot at v:oodvllle« She 'a
wary desirous to git it, so don't you go an'
forgit; ain't you got a book or
Ha'sh? Can't you forgit to make a note of it;
'a her check, en' we've kep'
you should mislay it or anything
in
'L'hero'c
things in the trunk she neede, you know you over*
looked etoppin' to the milliner's for my bunnlt
last week* '"3*
, May, Qelden Talea of flow England, p. 51,
The characters «- flffl IttUT ffimTtt%<" mwm typical
for her stories andof the typo Sarah Qrne Jewett
hor attitude toward them*
Mrs. Tobin, a scheming old widow,
froa Jeffereon, the stage driver,
to get a
•he is the
only pssugar on a winter journey. Jefferson Is a clever
j
vivid hit of cberecterisetion. He has driven the eewen
sales between Sonserit and North Kllby for ei^teen years.
Be Is a mild litfeta san who reads blood and thunder stories
and oarries a revolver,—unloaded his front seat
cushion, aentle humor pervades the story, lath he
Mrs. Tohin are typical of their lev Fngland
to the point of Mrs. Tohin's sense of triumph in
getting the asm she wanted against the competition of two
sfgall
.
Sere grim Is the story ~* tflfj TflFT'l IsHUTi *»<>
ire acting ae watehs
fawning town of Hew Hampshire,
at a funeral in a snail
Their characteristic gossip
and insight into the lovable character of the
of the two
is well in this
"Their faces were interesting—of the dry,
shrewd, quick-witted New England type, with
thin hair twisted neatly back out of the way,*5*
Hiss Jewett's Desphaven (1877) collection struck the
note of concreteness. Her locality, Becphaven, is really
Berwick, Maine, her native town. She made many portraits
of the last of an aristocracy in the old Maine sliipless
harbor towns. Hear Captain Sands in the story named for
him as he dreams about his old sea experiences as he sits
in his cluttered fpirehouse:
n
'™ell, no, 1 said the cap'n, with his slow smile,
•it ain't what you'd rightly call 'nice 1 , as I
know of; it ain't never boon cleared out all at
once since I began putting in. There's nothing
that's worth anything, either, to anybody but
me. Wife, she's said to me a hundred tines,
•Hhy don't you overhaul then old things and.
burn 'em?' She's al'ays at me about letting
the property, as if it were a corner lot in
Broadway. That's all women-folks know about busi-
ness •' n35
His story has mellowed with age as he tells of his
sea experiences:
"'I remember once I was sick with a fever in
Chelsea Hospital, and one morning they came
bringing in the zaate of a Fortugee brig on
a stretcher, and the surgeon asked his name,
'John Jones', says he, '.:, say something else,'
•ays the surgeon; we've got five John Joneses
here a 'ready, and it's gettin' to be no ns^ne
35 Jewett, Sarah Grae, "Miss Tempy's '?atoners",
Atlantic i..onthly. 61: 289.
At all,' Sailors are great hands for falsa
names; they have a trick of using then when
they have any money to leave ashore, for
fear their shipmates will go and draw it out
I suppose there are thousands of dollars
unclaimed in Sew York banks, where men have
left it charged to their false names; then
they go get lost at sea or something, and
newer go get it, and nobody knows whose it
Is* They're curious folks, take *em alt**«
sailors is 5 especially these foreigners
wander about from ship to ship,'***
These characters steal into one's realm of feelingf
Sarah Orne Jewett lowed her characters and ws lows them*
Sarah Orne Jewett used the least amount of dialect in
her writing of the five women studied in this thesis. When
she uses dialect she uses it sparingly and exactlngly. The
old sea characters are her best users of dialect* Examples
are found in a later treatment of customs of her sea char-
acters. Specific examples of her peculiarities in the use
of dialect have been discussed earlier in this thesis.
Miss Jewett delighted in decaying old seaports, with
their legends of other and better days.
A Native tf Winter. 1899, has very little plot. It
haws the pathetic return of the native for a brief day.
It is a quivering bit of human life; a section of New
England, a true tale of yesterday. This brings attention
*• Jewett, Sarah :me, Doenbavsn. p. 128*
to the decaying traditions of How England. It shows the
effect of the migration from Hew England to the West.
Children wore leaving old parents and migrating westward}
was deeertod j the soaslde town was decaying* the
hoarder had eons to laugh at the old*
Hiss Jswett presents this scone from A. £i£*X£ St
"The nan outside was oold and footwsary* He
was not used to spending a whole day unrecog-
nised, and, after being first amused, and even
enjoying a sense of freedom at a—aping his
Just dues of consideration and respect, he had
begun to feel as if he were old and forgotten*"'7
An autobiographical fragment of Sarah Orne Jswett
by Fred Fattss glvss her philosophy of
people
:
n,When Z was fifteen, the first city boarders
began to make their appearance near Berwick
and the way they misconstrued the country
people and mads game of their peculiarities
fired me with indignation. I determined to
teach the world that country people ware not
the awkward, ignorant sat that those people
seemed to think* I wanted the world to know
their grand, simple lives; and, so, Z had a
mission when I first began to write, I think
VhA+. Mff it* 1***
37 Jewett. Sarah Orne, "A native of l?inby*, lygjflflfl
67» 616.
^fetfttA Fvwd Lswis, A History of Amtrifin H&ZSr
turs sflsif 1870. p* 255.
T2il« philosophy of country pooplo Is complete in a
statement by i*t© In Curator- K^frlfi'
n
*Z think,' said ate, 'that the more one lives
out of doors the more one sees* to see person-
ality in stmt we call intimate things* The
strength of the hills end the voice of the
waves no longer are grand poetical sentences,
but an expression of something real, and aoro
and more, one finds God himself in the world,
and believes that we say read the thoughts
that He writes for uu in the book of Nature.'
lad after this ws were silent for awhile, and
in the meantime we watched the fire until there
were only a few sparks left in the ashes. The
stars faded away and the aeon eaas up out of
the sea, and we barred the great hall door
xt upstairs to bed* The lighthouse
steadily, and it was the only light
that had not been blown out in all leepheven.""*
Sarah Orne Jewett's emotion in writing ie shown in the
description of the empty house in J&
"X think today of that fireless, empty, for-
saken house, where the winter sun shines in
and creeps slowly along the floor; the bitter
cold is in and around the house, and the snow
has sifted in at every crack; outside it is
untrodden by any living creature's footsteps.
The wind blows and rushes and shakes the loose
window sashes in their frames, while the pad-
look knocks-knocks against the door."40
of a lew «-g***»* winter are pictured in
VH— Jewett'e A
J Jewett, Sarah Orne,
*° Ibid ., p. 185.
pp. 186-187.
'•Be we go A. ^our miles to make? Oh,
ay laws. 1 mourned Km. Tobin. , Urge the
beast, can't ye, Jeff'son? I ain't used
to beln' out in such weather* seerae ee
if I couldn't get ny erect: i ell pinched
up and wigglin' with sbivere now. 'Tain't no
use lettin* the hoes go etep-a-ty~step, this
J*4X
In contrast to £he, Winter Courtship ie Samh Orne
Jewett's A whits Beror. . It ie e
A little teen girl, Sylvia, gees to her
in the country for e year* She
or idyll*
acquainted
with birds* little animals and wild flowers* est of
her findings is a white heron's nest,
she is driving
One
the cows she an ornithologist
who sess information concerning a white heron* Sylvia
antes certain that she knows where the nest is located
by elinbing the tallest pine tree in the woods* In spite
of the stranger*s promise to give her ten dollars to help
hin find the heron, Sylvia maintains a discreet silence
rather than cause the death of the white heron* The woods
are described as Sylvia drives the cow honei
"The woods are already filled with shadows
one brl^it evening Just before eight
o'clock* though a brijit euneet still
glimmered faintly among the trunks of the
*1 Jewett, Sarah Orne* "The Winter Courtship",
j ysjsjia o^-iT i oil £~o.
driving
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valued companion for
all that* They wore going away from the
weetern light, and striking
wooda, and It was no setter
eoulfi see it or not. V
into the dark
their eyes
The beauty and fragrance of the weeds affords a
fitting setting for this little episode in the life of a
wood-child. Miss Jewett not content with the super-
ficies of the local life She studied. In The <2£
llsl JsttssaUs> lcOG .> ; --:; ~ :- Jlx- w*swls*g sftt calls' es es-
tablish a true relationship between the rocky country she
loved and its thawed inhabitants.
Kiss Crow, one of the in t'.lea
hints at the nature of the fern lands
"•Tssjpy bad only ninety dollars a year that
case in to her} rest of her livin* she got
by helpin* about what aha raised off this
little piece o' ground
and clay on the other. «
«I SB. SM cldi
Throughout all of Sarah Ome Jewett*a stories, the
reader finds evidences not only of external observations
flitiMrrtsf tfaftUieT- el * 291
«*
but also of deep understanding. The Hew
narrow yet intone©, finde in her a literary artiet wfae




"One of a*ry 1* Wilklns Freemen's ancestor* ens a
Judge In the witchcraft trials*
fact, MiM Wilkins's father
says Bja In
the first of the family to
leave Salem. Mary was born at Randolph, riasaeehusetts, not
far from Boston* She sea a delioate girl and largely
educate : herself at home* When her family moved to
Srattleboro, Vermont , she mas still young; thus the form*
stive period of life la
Hsr family passed away, leaving her alone to make her
living* She returned to her birthplace to work*
She is Interested only in people; they are exceptions,
grim survivals, and distortions, yet they are true to one
marrow phase of Bsw Ingland life* Notice her realism in
ifl YlliHiAfft Fifflir*
Sean was a small* frail old man; he
weakly, and did not look much larger than
a child, sitting there on his bench* Hie face,
like a child's; his sunken mouth hadhSmmt, infantile expression, and his eyesam
had that blank, fixed sae, with an oocaaloaal
** Booker, Hay, Golden Tales of; Bow ^fflflnd p. 290,
His thin, white hair hung to bis shoulder*, and
ho had no board* He owned only one deoent coat,
and that he kept for Sundays; he always vent to
aeeting. On week days he wore his brown calico
shirt sleeves and old sagging west* His bagging*
brownish black trousers were hauled hi£h around
his waist, sad his anklos showed li!» a little
boy's, »
had been a thorough
before he had lost several
for sixty years}
hundred dollars in a
misadventure and he was so dojested over It that upon hie
daughters suggestion he deeded them his property on
idcratlon of life support:
fond of the dollars for themselves,
of treasure pleased hixa. He did
not ears to spend for himself 5 there were few
things that he wished for except a decent
mooting coat and a little tobacco. The tobacco
was one point upon Which ho displayed his
obstinacyt his daughters had newer been able
entirely to do away with that, although they waged
constant war upon it* Re would still occasionally
have his little comforting pipe* and chew in
spite of all berating and diegust* But the
tobacco was sadly curtailed since the property
had changed hands} he had only his little
earnings to purchase it with. The daughters
fave bin no money to spend* They argued that
father ain't fit to spend money* • it his most
tmemfc nfifiMRlt.? MR AolAd ant to hl»n_ n40ecessity





Ibid ., p. 274.
JL Maw ' n T?i ftn^ Ilun and QtA«t»
dlee in a neighbor's bans uhen hla daughter la having his
ahop tarn down. Hla daughtere ceaeed to car* about hin#
but ha oared for than and lovad them ao vail ha did not
aaa their faults.
offers a pipping, pitiful picture
t
want to Wolfsborough and brought
plaoaa In a narket—basket every
thay have everything. 1
X guess
"Louisa m not eating much herself, bat now
she took another slice of bread with a resolute
air* 'I guess some folks would be thankful to
get this,' said she.
'Xss, Z s*pese we'd ought to be thankful
for anything to keep us alive, anybody takes
so aaich comfort livin*, 1 returned her wether
with a tragic bitterness that sat oddly upon
her, as she was so snail and feeble* Her face
worked and strained under the stress of emotion;
her eyes were full of tears; she sipped her
tea fiercely."*?
11th her. the setting Is Interesting only for Its
effect upon the dwellers of her hill country* She deals
with the subtle Influence of a hard* unlovely life upon
She has rather old heroes and heroines, for the west
part, but they are Interesting* Kwswpl— are Sally In
_ _
,_\:^_ MMJ * '' :-- : * * A —^ MINI —Wb Mf
hold their places In literature through a delicate
idealisation of the commonplace and the ordinary, the
characteristic life of the law England poor whose eouls
ore starved and repressed* Mrs* Freeman's characters
often stand out in contrast with their simple environwent*
She wses her scenery and her description of characters
to effect the theme and mood of the story* 2hus is
a story of dull mood of mieery, where Mrs* wllklns has
47 Wilkins, imry, A New flMftftafl Wm and other Stories.
pp. 388-389.
the colorless setting to throw relief on oas bright.
•arm living fact—the love of a young mtfnnd girl*
Ths landscape along the bluff is bleak and dreary* *H
purposeless, windblown, and generally lacking in the vigor
teof life* The very existsnee of Sway is a barren
until her one brief season of lore, when she rises fro*
the dead level of monotony to the height of the heroic*
^h«™ft^ ^«v^ I^^^^^B^^^w* %*<# W*^Bp^ J type of character which
Hary rilklns Freeman portrays, is the main character in
the title story of the volume of short
stories, A, £flfteft Rqsmnoa . poor Sally appears in all her
"Bar fingers and wrists were knotty and out of
proportion, her elbows, which her rolled-op
sleeves displayed, were pointed and knobby,
her shoulders bent, her feet spread beyond
their natural bounds* from head to foot she
was a little discordant note. She had a pale,
peaked face, her scanty fair hair was strained
tightly back and twisted into a tiny knot, and
hap exnPAsalon was at ones nasalva and sneer."48er pre si
Romance, however, lifts her burdens when she marries
a tin peddler.
48 Wllkina, Mary, A Humbla Bmnanea. p. 2.
*ftat tin peddlar round ready customers in those
flumn' wive* who were far from stores. ItM late spring, -fto:i UM| fWSW fa* sAlt
or two through tho lonely fresh forest without
cosdne to * single house • • . The girl herself
had newer heard of Areadla but all unexpressed
to herself she was riding througi It under
gold-green boughs to the sweet broken Jangle
of tinware •"'•^
The story Is Interesting only because of the truth
with which the characters are portrayed* The characters
cone from a low walk of life* The stooping figure at the
kitchen sink stirs one's emotions* The main interest in
the story is the evolution of Sally* s soul frca a kitchen
slave to a peddler's wife. As a peddler's wife, she is a
new Sally* the narrowness and hostility of her farmhouse
environment is over.
Sirs* rreemen'a bast story, is a study of strained domestic
relations* It presents a faithful pieture of Bew rnglaad
life telling *ke revolt of "Bother", who for forty years
let her husband have the entire say in all affairs,
"rather** and "Mother" as well as "Ssjaay", the son, are
accurately reproduced ae they would be in life. Adonlram,
the father. Is a nan whose ways of living have made his a
«* Wilkine, ifery, & JEBssttst IflMB&» P* &•
man of fev words and few dreams* He thinks only of tbs
material things of lifs. Tradition or inherited ideals
asks him think In that manner. He Is satisfied to have
new barns and sheds for his cattle while the family lives
In sordid quarters* Be speaks seldom because his mind has
been dulled by the monotony of his unvarying vigorous farm
labors*
The nature of the two main characters is revealed in
the opening of the story. Hot so typically by what they




*lhat are them men dlggin* ever there In the
field for? 1
These was a sudden dropping sad enlarging of
the eld man*e face as if some heavy weight had
settled therein; he shut his mouth tight and went
em harnessing the great bay mare. He hustled the
collar on her neck with a Jerk.
•Father t*
The old man slapped the saddle upon the mare*s
•Look here, father, X want to knew what them
men are dlggin* over In the field for, an 1 I'm
goin* to know. f
•I wish you'd go into the house, mother,
to your own affar's, • the old man growled*tend xr 8 n ic j
Be ran his words together and his speech
almost as inarticulate as a growl**W
This last passage represents Adronlram, somber, brutal
p. 448*
and curt, as he makes Ms deadly grind and lives in
From the story cited, one can see how Mary Wilkin*
Freeman's mind reacted on its environment. For realistic
portrayal and sympathetic touch she has no rival among the
other Hew Fugland local colorists* She pictures the rural
life of Hew England wary accurately and faithfully. In a
great number of her stories the happiness and suffering
of woman la her theme* But she is Just as able to present
man, for an example, Adronlram Pena, in The. Revolt of
Mother . Although its theme was the character of Mother
of meekness had the strength to demand and take
wnav was just cue nor, Aoronxran is wojll presanxso*
According to Liebenaan, Mrs* Frssiimn has given an
excellent picture of the Puritan peoples
"The Puritan rigidity, soul starvation and
repression has bean carefully noted and artistically
limned by her* Although her work is a distinct coo*
tribution to the fiction of locality and to
American Literature."5!
wOTHP^ff mW^mlm •^^^^•w • ^*B^^fc^^»w# w
^^^^^2. ££ejs> p<
Further, Lieboraan says that since the time of the
Puritan, the purely religious motif haa dwindled in
importance*5® The days of witchcraft are passed* The ship
is now rarely usee even on horses. But character has not
undergone aueh a sudden change* liebenaan adds furthers
*We sen not assume that few generations have
completely transformed the Purlten attitude*
We Bust not believe that the tremendous strength
ef character, which originally drove to a
new country, disappeared after the religious
upon which it has been freely exercised*
gene* Take as an example, a general who has
back from the wars* Although he moves about
in a friendly and peaceable manner, the intonations
dropped* So the.7 c <
rclijiouc
of his speech are not
strength of the Puritan, his
science, one© struggling so indomitably with great
problems of church and state. Is called upon to
master the vexing but petty
and industrial development
*
f IT**s of his domestic
Mary Wilkins Freeman portrays the Hew ^r^flim* farmer
ancestors were the Puritans* She depicts the Sew
England mannerisms and in both peculiarities of conscience,
will and mind, showing these as a blend of heredity and the
environment about the New rnglander*
is the story of a typical old maid,
prim and methodical, who has become so awed to her single
blessedness and Its regular routine that the prospect of a
appalls her* She gladly relinquishes an opportunity
523 Liebenaan, Ellas, The American
5 Ibid*, p. 58*
Snort Story, p. 36.
to marry b«MUM It would ruin her regular routine.
Wilkins pictures her Queer little ways end her horror of
having anything disarranged. She rough boots of a asm
would never work havoc with the carpet and the freshly
secured floor*
Louisa ropresente the New in&land old maid in true
% sewing at her sitting room window all the after-
i. Mow she quilted her needle carefully into her work,
which she folded precisely, and laid in a basket with the
thread and thimble and scissors. Louisa Ellis could not
rimenh ir that ever in her life she had mislaid one of these
little feminine appurtenances, which had become, from long
was and constant association, a very part of her personal-
ity.
"Louisa tied a green apron round her waist, and
got out a flat straw hat with a green ribbon.
Then she went into the garden with a 2
blue crockery bowl to pick some currants fear
her tea. After the currants were picked she
sat on the back door-step and eteamea them,
collecting the stems carefully in her apron,
and afterward throwing them into the hencoop.
She looked sharply at the grass beside the
step to see if any had fallen there."**
54M 1*5^2.^' 2***&&** *»***£&*
This is a picture of a spinster of **-»•
locality bat more than that* this is a picture of an old
maid*e tragedy. Affection and Bother lore have been
turned into a mania for neatness in trivial details. In
lav England, young eligibles were few and maidens
many. Mary Wilkins Freeman in many of her stories
this type of character, the old smld contented and thor-
oughly inured to her life of petty duties and observations.
Mary E. Wilkins Freeaan»e emphasis is on the character
rather than on the action. She emphasised dialect in her
early tales, and those were the tales of interest in pre-
paring this thesis* A discussion of the peculiarities of
dialect in her works is given earlier in this thesis*
After 1900, lirs* Freeman no longer specialised in writing
stories that were sharp, cold pictures of Hew Fnglsnd
people* These people were alive and compelling; they had
grown knotty and gnarly from the harsh Ms* England climate
and its sterile, meager soil*
She pictures Hew England villages at the period of
their depletion from the migration of the native youth,
and before foreigners earns to raise their families in
Life Ivcrlastln * involves a first class
a village agnostic. Life everlaatin' la a
plant* At the height of iiwur, Ufa everlastin » lies
along peatare slopes and In sunny hollows like patches of
snow. The blossoms have a tidy look of artifice aa clus-
ters of miniature roses with petals of straw. They seam
to dowand that aeaething be dona with then* Children need
to twine then into winter wreaths for the burying-ground*
and woman with a taste for homo
-
doctoring clipped the
blooxm and filled little pillows. The pungent, spicy
email waa supposed to have some healing power* In the
story it la a cure for asthma*
Luella has fane to carry this pillow of life ever-
laetin* blossoms to the farabouae of Oliver Weed* She
at the eloaed and deserted appearance of the
"The house stood in a wide field, and there
were no other houaee very near* The grass
with dew and all the field was sweet in the morning
freshness. Luella, carrying her life everlastin*
pillow before her, went over the fragrant path to
the bask door* She noticed as She want that the
great barn doors were closed*
'Queer the barn ain't open, 1 she thought
to herself* *X wonder what John Oleason'a
about, late aa this in the mornin*?*
"John Gleason was Oliver Weed's hired man.
He had been a tramp. Luella had fed him, and
let him sleep off a drunken debauch in her barn
once. People had v;ondered at Oliver's hiring
him, but he had to pay hiri much less than the
regular price for fan,: hands •
Luella heard the cows lov in the barn as
she opened the kitchen door. 'Where did all-
tbat--blood come from?' said she»
She began to breathe in quick gasps; she
stood clutching her pillow and looking. Then
she called, s2r. Weed, Mr. Weed I Where be
you? Mis' reed I Is anything the matter? Mr.
Weed I 1
The silence seemed to beat against her
ears. She went across the kitchen to the
bedroom. Here and there she held back her
dress, She reached the bedroom door and looked
in."55
Mrs* Freeman does not say what Luella saw, but she
reveals later in the story that a man and his wife were
murdered by their hired man. The short sentences, the
repetitions, bareness, and primness stamp it as a genuine
human work, life itself.
Thia is an example of the grianess in the story
Life ; verlastln '
:
"The thought that John Gleason had trusted her,
had taken that food when he knew that she might
in consequence betray him to the gallows, filled
her with a pity that was almost tenderness, and
appealed strongly to her loyalty and honor.
55
p. 355.
Wilklns, Mary, A new InKland Nun and other Stories .
"On the other band, she remembered what ehe
had seen in the ^eed house. The poor old
nan and woman seemed to be calling to her for
help. She reflected upon what ehe had heard the
day before: that the detectives were after John
uleason for another murder; this was not the
first. She called to mind the danger that other
helpless people would be in if this murderer
were at large* Would not their blood be upon
her hands? She called to mind the horrible
details of what she had seen, the useless cruelty,
and the horror of it." 56




Alice Brown told her local color tales from her own
home environment In Hew Hampshire. She was born near
Hampton Falls, Hew Hampshire, In 1857. She loved the out-
door life and depleted life on the Maw Hampshire farm. She
was graduated from Robinson Seminary in Exeter, Hew Hamp-
shire in 1376. The taupht school and then for many years
M e was on the staff of the Youths Companion. She differs
from her contemporaries in that her bast work was not her
first. Every collection of her short atories has been an
advance upon the one before
*
When Alice Browti started her writing career, she used
the pen name, Martin Redfield. However, her stories were
such a success from the start that she discontinued the
use of this peeudonym.
Alice Browr is the only writer of this quintet of
writers studied in preparation of this thesis who is still
living.
Only her earlier collections are lecal color tales of
law England. Therefore, in preparation for this thesis,
her volumes Meadow Grass
. 1895 % Tiverton Tales , 1399; and
The Country Road , 1906, were most valuable. She depicted
rural New England scenes and characters; her stories are
mainly outdoor stories and show her d light In the open
air and In nature.
Dooryards , one of Alice Brown* a best stories, views
t e life of a little Sew England village froci a docryard.
A woman who liked to play croquet lived in one house; she
had a stolid huaber.
"Eben was duller than the ox whic plows all
day long for his handful of hay at night and
his heavy slumber J but Delia, though she
carrier her end of the yoke with a gallant
spirit, had dreams ano desires forever bursting
from brown shells, only to live a moment in the
air and then like bubbles, die"57 .
A farmer who liked to trade so much that his yard was
a wild disorder of farming implements and vehicles lived
in a second house. A brooding little child gazad Into a
hopwhead filled with rain water In front of the third
house.
Very simil; r to Krs. freeman 1 • A Hew foulard Nun la
Alice Brown* o A Second Marriage . The former la a study
of primness In an old maid while the latter Is a study of
the effects of routine on a married woman. Her huaband
57
Brown, Alice, Tiverton Tales , p. 4.
has just died and her mind has becc; c so habituated to
little teaks, duties and observances which i:ed become for-
muleted about her late husband that she looked with reluc-
tance and later with horror on a second marriage. In
spite of the fact that she is wooed agein by a lever of her
youth, she prefers to remain single for the rest of her
life-alone with memor'ep.
Where Mrs. Freeman used choppy sentences, Mlas Brown
used beautiful prose and expressions so carefully con-
structed that one ! s reminded of poetry and almost feels
the rhythm.
In Told In the Pocrhouse, Sally Flint, a distinctive
with greet and homely accuracy for small details, good and
bad, is telling the story of a person who died that day:
B,They were married 1 June 1 , continued Sally,
•Ho, twa'n'tj »twas the last o» Kay, May tuirtj*
fus!;—no. May ain*t but thirty daya, has It 1 *' .
Alice Brown displays the quaint Mew England humor and
possipin.r* mannerisms in Told in the Poorhouse as Illustrated
in t e quotation following!
"There was a murmur from gentle Lucy Staples
who had been constant for fifty years to the
M
, Alice, Meadow Grass, p. 59.
lover who died In her youth, but no one took
5fl
any notice of her, anc Sally Flint went on..."
Alice Brown* s rare tend mess, deep pathos and wiee
understanding of the human heart shews itaelf in her dia«
lect stories of Hew Enrland recorded In her Meadow Grass
Collection . The most outstanding of these stories ia
Farmer Eli's Vacation . A discussion of the peculiarities
o Alice Brown* s dialect has been given earlier In this
thesis.
Eli* s family plana to see t e ocean and although Eli
has lived within horse driving distance of it all of hia
life, he has never aeen it. This isolation is true of
most New Bnglanders. Ire. Pike epeaks at the sea shore:
*I dunno what* a come over your father.
There's the water, an* he won*t even
cast his eyes on it.* But Hattie under
stood her father, by some intuition of love,
though not of likeness*
Ton't you bother hie, ma*, acid she.
*Bw*ll make up his mind toit pretty soon*
Here, let's lift out these things wile they*re





Hattie had diverted Mrs. Pike* a mind, teen she walked
away and slipping her arm tirough her father* a aha said:
••Come pa, let's you and me climb over on them
SQprown, Alice, Meadow Grass , p. 65.
60Ibid., p. 25-
"
• rocka** Battle led hi to t .e seashore*
above the outcry of the surf orled out,****
•Here* pa, take my handkerchief* I don*t
know how "tie about you but thla spray gets
In my eyes*. Ill took it obediently, but did
not speak | he only looked at the sea"61 .
£11, who had never been twenty miles away from home
In his life, took one laat view of the sea and went home
the next morning with only Battle knowing he wee leaving*
The picture depicts Hew Ihglanc e era' ter customs; It is
one of complete understanding and of tenderneas, not In
words, but of a fat er am. a daughter*
Mlas Brown's own quiet philosophy Is shown In Mane?
Boyd* s Sermon * the has Hiram Cole aayt
"'Pride, I a* pose, pride, •••••you cen*t be
aure how misery 1 11 airIke folks* It's like
a September gale, tne beat o* farms* 11 blow
down, an* some rickety shanty* 11 atan' fo
t e strain '"68 *
Then note the grave Hew England tragedy and the
pathetic understending of Alice Browns
"'But there I Hancy'a had more to bear than
t e way she took her troubles themselves*
Cap*n Jim had his own reeeona for wen tin*
to ret rid of er, an* I guess t ere was
a time when he treated her pretty bad*
"•I guess he ss good's turned her cut o* house
an* home, an* when he svec5 for divorce, she
never aa*d a word} an' he got It, and up an'
**Brown, Alice, Keadow Oraaa, pp* 25.g6#orIbid*, p* 63.
marriec, as soon as the law'd allow. Hancy
never opened her head, all through it**65 .
Hancy'a philosophy is expressed In four sentences:
"tjest so much 1< ve, dear. • .don't you forgit...
no matter where 'tisl An' James» could take
his love away from me, but the Lord A'mlghty
himself can't take mine from him. An* so 'tis,
t e world over. You can al'ays 1> ve folks, an*
do for 'em, 3ven 11 your coin's only break
your heart an 1 fivin* 'ea up... 1 "64 .
Alice Brown's knowledge of human nature was depicted
here. This, with her character types, broadens her
reader 1 s sympathies.
Mies Brown's story, The Experience of Hannah Frtne ,
is a study of a Hew England revival meeting. Hannah
Prime is a widow stricken with grief because of her son
who had taken the downward path. She finds relief in
watching the duet settle on the wocds and the lake.
The description of the village schoolroom in which
the meeting is held is interesting*
"There were maps of Morth and South America, the
yellowed evergreens, relics of "Last Cay 1 , still
festooned the windows am, an intricate 'sum' there
65
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Brown, Alice, Meadow Grass , p. 265.
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., p. 276.
* explain ed to the uncomprehending admiration
of the village fathers, still adorned the
laclcboard"65 .
The prayer meeting which Hannah testified is pictured
in this description!
"Taking it all i-i all the meeting had thus
far mirrored others of its class* If the
droning experiences were devoid of all human
passion, it was chiefly because they had
to be expressed In the phrase of strict theo-
logical usage. There was an unbroken agree-
ment that feelings of this sort should be
described in a certain way. They were not
the affairs of the heert and market; they
were matters pertaining to that awful entity
called the soul, and must be dressed in the
finr linen which she herself had elected to
wear"65
.
^Brown, Alice, Tiverton Tales
, p» 204.6GIbid., p. 206.
rOKCLUSIOfl
Thia thesis contains many illustrations to show how
law Oakland local! tla a impressed five women short story
writers* Harriet Baec er Stowe, Rose Terry Cooke, Sarah
Orne Jewett, Mary Vllkins Freeman, ant Alice Brown and
how these authors utilized their material. This has been
a task of impressionistic criticism from a set point of
viewi the importance of the flaw England locality as a
contributing factor to there authors and their work.
The methoc of treatment was to read a majority of the
short stories dealing with flew England, written by t ere
women and to ascerta*v just how the locality affected their
work.
For the short story 1 cality, t erefore contributes
the typical setting. It gives to tie short story the
touch of intimacy and reality* It differentiates the
story at once from the mass of the other short stories, and
makes it characteristic and significant. Take Hew England
away from Mrs. Stowe* s, Mrs. Cooke*e, Miss Hewett's, Mrs.
Freeman's aM Mies Brown's stories end they are robbed of
their charm*
law England has a gallery o its own characters.
There readily become the principals in a short story
because their individual mannerisms suggest plots. A
type like /doniram Perm in The Revolt of Mother by Mrs*
Freeman, presents a problem of forcing a close-fisted,
habit-stunted man into an act of plain duty.
Another example is founc in Hancy Boyd in Nancy
Boyd * s Last Sermon when Hancy knows t at ;er neighbors
are gossiping a 01 t her aid to her divorced husband; yet
she makes it possible for hi and his second wife to get
alonr financially! she nurses him while he if ill and even
has a mot er's love for hie; now that she is no longer his
wife.
Through characters that are distinctive, plots are
suggested and situations evolved. But in addition to this
source, the locality itself, irre-peetive of its character,
furnirhes interesting and dramatic situations. Thus the
stillness and the loneliness of tJw country to Amanda, the
city soure, drive her purpopely to shorten her visit. The
locality, therefore, in Rose Terry Cooke f s A Town . .ouse
and ja Country House created the situation.
The main thought of Farmer Ell In farmer £11 * a
Vacation lr that he Is happy only In the life he knows
and in tlu place where he has always lived. The aea does
not seem natural to him ant he refvses tc s; end more than
one night at the sea ahore.
Martha Dean in Sarah Crne Jewet* *e Mary and Kartha ,
often fretted because she was dissatisfied with t eir
life together on a hilltop Just outside the village* ?he
w^ s' ed t at she were in the village and was sure that they
woulc get more work "If they ware right among folks"67 .
Almost every law England story develops through the
reculiar nature of the farmers 1 existence In Massachusetts
and Vermont, Mrs. Freeman, especially, has used this
theme.
lav England makes Its own distinctive appeal to the
people j they act according to the prescribe; convention
of their society* But even the austere Puritanism in
Maw England can undergo a ehenge* For example, courage.
In The Revolt of Mother , necessitated the defiance of a
husband* s orders end of the gossip of the neighborhood*
67
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INi say, therefrr<- # that locality contributes typical
sat tin s, typical local characters, typical situations, and
typical problems of conscience to the short story. These,
according to the nature of the material,help to produce
stories in which the tragedy, t e pathos, the humor, and
the comedy arc typical.
The tragedy of Luclndy in After All by Alice Brown is
t at as long as the old Judge lives she is restrained by
his Px-rltanlstic views. When the old Judge died, instead
of the customary mourning and the routine of t e household
duties aa her father had wished, she immediately changed
the order of affair? and did all that ahe bad wanted to do
for forty years of her life.
Louisa, t e olc maid in A Hew Oftgland Hun by Mary
Wilkine freeman, gains clearness and truth seemingness,
reality, or verisimilitude, by being depicted as a New
England woman, thouph her views ere narrow t rourhout the
s'ory.
Humor is shown in After All *hen Lueindy comes to the
Wilson's tc borrow t e sadcle so ahe may go horreback
riding.
"'You know I alwaya possessed to ride horse-
back, so said, eduresslnr herself to Lothrop,
•and ny father would never let me. And now he ain't
here, I mean to try It and see If 'taln't full as
nice as I thought' ••••'Lucindyl ain't you goin'
to pay no respec It your father's memory 1 ?Kbb .
Lothrop was not amused, nor was he shocked as was his
wife* He was aware of the tragedy ol Luclndy's repressed
and lonely life.
Much of the work of these Sew England short story
writers, somber aa it is, really in thought presents humor-
ous individual characters. Examples are reacon Pitta in
The Experience of Hannah Prise , by Alice Brown j Candace,
in A Village rinpe- , by Mary Eilklns Freeman; and Celib,
in A Church Mouse , by Mary Wilklns Freeman.
The earl;' American periodicals were forced to use
native material. American writers did not excel in the
novel. Furtherto limit the field of material was the fact
that the American public did not desire essays. The short
story, therefore, sprang up because there was a need for it
and the rapid growth In United States territory and In Its
population created a larger demand for reading matter. The
68
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supply %i periodicals continued to Increase, anc as these
magazines had to be filled with Interesting material to
keep their Increasing iation, +he short story was
drafted In to fill the gaps* The American writers had no
competition from Bapland, as English short story writers
were inclined to be verbose, clumsy, and superficial.
Thus the short story became of necessity a form of
fiction in America. Enrl: eighteenth century so called
gift books lay 8 ci t on people *s desks with crude attempts
at short stories therein* Poe made a standard for oil
future American short story writers by the use of unity
of impression anc of suspense*
Poe, Irving, Hawthorne, am Bret Harte were the fore-
runners of t e production of the short story of a typical
American setting and character. Harriet Beeeher Ptowe,
Rose Terry Cooke, Sarah Orne Jewett, Mary Wilklns Freeman,
and Alice Brown wrote tnet story. These five women have
shown types or distinctive characters, the typical old
maid, t e farm drudge, the austere Puritan, the domineering
husband, and the meek wife. They have without exception
certain like peculiarities of dialect which v/ere pointed
J
out In detail on page four. The Hew England customs era
depicted In social usages and In the Hew Ingland hospital-
ity and neighborllness. The Individuals In Hew England
seem to ave Inherited certain distinctive Ideals or tra-
ditions. These In turn are transmitted to their children.
The descriptions are accurately given with many examples
of natural backgrounds. Local color has been responsible
for America* s most character" stic short stories*
72





3. The Illumlnat ion
4* Dolly's Adventure
5, Village Politicians
6. Dolly's First Chriataaa Day
?• The Doctor's Sermon
8. Election Day at Poganuc
9. Dolly's Perplexities
10. Dolly and Haboy Are Invited Ont
11. Dolly Goes Into Company
*2* Colonel Davenport's Experiences
13. The Puzzle of tb* Poganuc
14. The Po^ranuc Puzzle Solved
15. Poganuc Parsonage
*6- Spring and Summer Come at Last
17. Sumner Days in Poganuc
18. Going "A-Chestnutting"
19. Dolly '8 Second Christmas
20. The Apple Bee
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Polly ft the llekot Qato
The Crlala
The Joy of Sarveat
Six Xeara Later














ahat She Thlnka of It
The Slater
Preparation for Marriage
Wedding, and Wedding Trip
and After





4C. Ho»ne A 'La Pampadour
47. John'* Birthday
48. A Great Deal of Koral Conflict
49. The Follinsbees Arrive
50. BTa. John's Party, and Heat Cane of It
61. After the Battle
52. A Brick Turns Up
55. The Castle of Indolence
64. Hfl MM yfljflMliMHj
66. The Spider-web Broken
66.
67. ' entlvsnt vs. Sensibility
L^» Wedding Bells
59. Cheeks*te
CO. After the Storm
Oldtcwn Folks
61. How We Kept Thanksgiving at Oldtown
62. Miss Asphyxia Saith
65. Miss SSehitabol Rossiter
Atlantic loathly
**• USL Mourning veil Vol. 1 paga 63
65 « B** England ministers Vol. 1 paga 46ft
67 • |»tttlo Captain Trott Vol. 23 pago 300
68 « 2£* Qaoat In the. Mill Vol. 25 page 688
69» J&2. Widow* a Bandbox Vol. 26 paga 68
70 » »**' Elderkln'a Pitcher Vol. 26 paga 167
7l« Colonel Eph'a Shoebuckle
a
Vol. 26 paga 424
7e » Captain Kldd'e Money Vol. 26 paga 622
7?* Tb* Onoat In the Cap'n Broan Bouao Vol. 26
paga 664
74. The Paraon'a Race Horae Vol. 42 paga 470
***•
H. Student 'a Sea Story Vol. 43 pago 100
Roee Terry Cooke70
Atlantic Monthly
1. Sally Paraot^a Duty Vol, 1 page 24
2. Turkey Tracks Vol* 1 paga 149
s* 1&2£» tiaa Princoaa Vol* 1 page 263
4* Boon Jackson Vol. 1 page 529
6» Ho>yr Pierce Vol* 1 page 776
6* Meteapeychoala Vol* 2 page 69
7 ' Three of Ue Vol* 2 page 159
8« Anri Fotter'e Lesson Vol* 2 page 419
9* Did £t Vol* 6 page 213
He Lleale OrlawoldU Thanks giving Vol* 5 page 284
n » S&. Hil¥ Fetter Vol* 4 page 164
*&• Th> M—ar*** of A*S* Vol* 6 page 182
IS* gone Vol* 6 page 671
14* The Sphinx's Children Vol. 6 page 746
*6« 0^ °£ th> Body to Qod Vol* 9 page 721
I7« A *—* Vol* 10 page 694
1Q# Tb* Bew Sangyenal Vol* 12 page 646
19* poly'a Cow Vol* 15 page 666
20* Oriole Vol* SO
70 Rose Terry Cooke wrote 95 short storlea.
21* Beet Vol* 31 page 321
88* aftlwll Vol. 47 page 534
• rean**a Daughter Vol. 39 aa*e 270
24, "The Thing Which Bath Sh>U Ba* *ol. 35 page 408
25# Tb> Antletaa Statua Vol* 37 paps 547
**• FT—^oa Wheeler's Controyeray wlfrh Providence
Vol. 40 page 66
2,1• TSSL P*—* Fay Vol* 42 page 3d
S8* Clary'a Trial Vol* 43 page 466
*»• **» Saffron Fly Vol. 46 pegs
50* Ail Saint 'a Eve Vol. 46 page 169
31. Conooralng Dead Love Vol* 47 page 477
32, Soaa Aocount of Thoa»e Tucker Vol. 50 page 177
**• A ^cmn Mouae and a Country Mouae Vol. 67 page 792
34.T0C00 Late Vol. 19 page 32
36. Misa Beialah'e Bonnet Vol. 60 page 679
56» ***>"* Polly Vol. 64 pa-e 557
37. Acelacunar 3parka Vol. 19 page 190
36. Will 'a 3111. and his two Thanka^iv^niai Vol. 60
P. 112
39. The Widow Caae Vol. 50 page 7»*
40. Two Vol. 62 page 928
**• §& Ho»« Vol. 46 page 576
42 • -quli-c .tile's io;;vcrsaUcs I o_
.
45. Saaavla afld. Kadrld Vol* 56 page 731
•-•-• •acl-^^ oi\xaI .-ol. If pa<3e 707
••• - ; |M JB| • i-l « • •Xi --C S04
n^ .. ..ictiu-o vol. to in* an
47 • 0d^ jftfla Todd Vol. 65 page 701
48. Hjfrfff Two Vol. 47 pas© 571
49. Kytown Vol. 55 pug* 641
50. ft Vfrfltattoft Vol. 17 paga 252
51. Alas Tfimlct "*"* Vol.16 paga 586
5g • ftfiMTT Vol. Q1 P*6® 601
Mb Asleep Mb M xt ;e ~2o
54. lal CulPT anfl tba lOTll Vol. 67 page 547
55. lorn I oaaohar. tha Mrfcfa Vol. 56 past 94
66. Dfi£oja £atttot Vol.21 pas* 329
07. .Jg. :iiut ; w fljpm :-.r>orleiice Vol. 0;2 t*0l 70
68. Tha Aaaaaaln oi» 6oalatT Vol.14 page 760
!», , uv,-.: tix | lv^ H|a tt l^c 70S
GO. oi- -; Qy/o MMMM ->I. 46 pci£G Ml
61. Qrtt Vol. 64 paga 462
*2* mHa Vol. 47 paga 882




i ^»* I £fi Vol . 21 page 107
Vol* 19 page 778
>. ifrrtha Hmtt'e Llf Vol. 12 pa©© 763
ft8 « TUfiirTmin'i *intm Vol » 49 p^fi* i27
70. The. IfTMtTrtifflt Complaint of Maria Poppelle .
Spinater Vol* 18 page 721
71 • Loilt Vol « 1G l^fiO 674
72. Ix>flt Oft ft FllllfJ Vol.22 page 661
73. Loot on the PftlTHf Vol. 20 page 467
74* stABSL §mte&£2m v°i- is p*s* is» fruit's
7& * fane Picture* Vol. 13 page 802
76. UMMgA Vol. 5 page 160
•Sarah Oroe Jwetfc7^
UlltlltMl
1* Kkta Lanoaater'a Plan
*- an nraiiftB mm mf tf# H^i****
5. My frffly BrinfB^
-'••
- BrtBWI | Mm •
5. The flHrtftlfflffi
6* Pffflfty
4 7* Captain Sffitff
3 » JQtfL Clrcua a£ ranbr
9 # ^trotT*,yi<|ning
10 » Hr*« 3onny
11. Ifi Shadow
12. alas Chauacay
15 » Laat Iaya M r—Bhayan
14. n» Quaats of : rs. Tlama
The Life of Sanay
15 » 1M Hf* of Haaey
10. A fthltt Horon
M 17. The Qrmy £!§£
71 Sarah Orne Jewett has written 162 short stories.
•!-• g*g^g Finch
10. jftintfl FffMBT
20. Tha Pmfc— I^filee
81
• A ftHlflHHI HlB
82. aurr and -ortba
**• 1226. Nctw fgori Peterahan
£^« SiM MM
25. Pen*'* Utile Der
86. Slefr Peaflfiaa'a Turn
• 27. An Only Son
MttJttfclBMNft
88. 1^ lane
89. A, Loet leaver
At^a^tlc Monthly
30 • JS> Braco
31 • 2M JttSQ Hoogc
32. Tocher
33 « P*ftf>ftTW Cr?nlee
''
^lHHHM flilWMI T Hlli
35 » A U& ££ 3»»» uf»
- SG. Flower? ±n J&« Dagc
37. ABSBEKIJL t ox*tnnc
•
38. Fiver iriftwood
3D * FTrm & JJBMinfal Villager
40* iggBtlAllma




























Mm i ; "' :
Aunt Cjn^la rollot
Mary Eleanor V/ilkinc Freeman7P
Edgewater People
1 . Tl Voice of the Clock
?. The Flov/erln r; Buah
A New Txu£LmA fun
—m aHMNM . fc^im i ii- m il
3. A flaw England Nun
•a A Village linger
5. . Gala Lress
6. The Twelfth Gueat
7. Slater Lily
8. flalla-Llller ar.c Hannah
9. ,'A yayfarlnp Couple
10. A Poeteaa
11. Chrlctmas Jenny
A Pot of Gold
15. The Tcent of Roaea
1A
• A Solitary
15. A Gentle Gho&t
— +m m i ia.ii hum
16
.
A Lis covered Pearl
17. A Vlllapie leer
I
72
Kary Eleanor Wilkin s Freeman wrote 173 ahort atorlea
and 75 ^thera not republished from »agariner. Of these,
71 are puMlahed in Harper ' a Magazine .
i
18. Amanda ana Love
19. U£ Prinrcse Hill
20. A Stolen Christmas
21. Life Tyerlastln *
££• An Inoocen 4 Gamester
23. Louisa
24. A Church Mouse
25» A Kitchen Colonel






29 • A ?e* -np;la" '" rro;h»t
Everybody's Mage trine
30. The Givers




35. The Chance of Aramlnta
36. The Vacant Lot
The Love of Parson Lord
37. The Lcve of Parson Lord
58 * The Tree of Knowledge
39. Catherine Cerr
40# -he Three 01c Sisters and the Old Beau
41. One Good Time





44. Two Old Lovers
*5» A Symphony In Lavender
46. £ Tardy Thanksgiving
47. A Modern Erapon
48. An Honert £oul
4^« A ?<tet:r' ££. Honey
50. Brakes am V-hlte Vl*lets
51. Robins an:' Hammers
52. On the EfIpoIc Road
"
-ii im i . ii i »iwii ! ii
55. Old Lady Plngree
54. Cinnamon Roses
55. The Bar Light-house
56. A Lover o.f Flowera
57* A Far-awa„ Melody
58. A Moral Exlge-XiCj













An Object of Love














2. Farmer Ell* 8 Vacation
5. After All
*• Tolc In the Pocrhouse
5. Herman ' s Ma
6* Heartsease
7. Mis.1 WaolelKh'a Quest
8. A Righteous Bargin
9 » Joint; Owners in 'pain





15 « Strollers In Tiverton
Tiverton Tales
14# looryarda
15. A March Wind




18. A Stolen Festival
19. A Last Assembling
7SAllce Brown has written 189 short stori es to cate<
20. The Wt? of Peace
2^* ^e Experience of Hannah Friae
2£> » Honey and gyrrh
23- A Second Marriage
54. ^ie riat-Iron Lot
25. The ~n-.' of All Living
86. The Miracle
£7. Pra: lnr Sally
28
•
The quest of the Cup
Atlantic Monthly
29. The Pllt-rlm In Levon
50. Latter-Day Tranford
51. Tribute





55. T. e Fla: House
56. His Fir^t Wife
37 • A Flower of April
50. The Auction
59. Saturday Sight




***• rlowers oi Paradise
44. gardener Jla
45 • ft10 silver Tea-aat
46
.





49» A Poetess In S' yrlnff
50* <hj -'astfe: Minds of History
51. A Eey_ off
52. Old laaiortallty
The Country Road
53. Bachelor * a Fancy
54. A winter's Courting
55. Rosy Balm
56. A :e» Change
57 • Thc Tree or a Thousac a Leaves
58. The Pilgrim Chamber
69. The Tv.lsted Tree
60 * T*ie £o°^i*V : Giftas
***• £ Herml t In Arcadia
62. A Crown of Gold
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